I. INTRODUCTION
Perovskite-type relaxor-ferroelectric single crystals of ͑1−x͒PbMg 1/3 Nb 2/3 O 3 − xPbTiO 3 ͑PMN− xPT͒ and ͑1 − x͒PbZn 1/3 Nb 2/3 O 3 − xPbTiO 3 ͑PZN− xPT͒ are of interest due to their excellent electromechanical properties. Near a morphotropic phase boundary ͑MPB͒, these single crystals have high piezoelectric, 1,2 dielectric, 1,2 and electromechanical coupling 1 constants at room temperature and are known to possess various polydomain [3] [4] [5] and heterophase 4,6-8 structures. The outstanding properties are related to intermediate monoclinic phases: [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] three monoclinic phases-M A , M B , and M C ͑Ref. 11͒-have been reported over various ranges of x, temperature ͑T͒, and electric field ͑E͒ that "bridge" rhombohedral ͑R͒ R3m and tetragonal ͑T͒ P4mm ones. 12 Following a recent report by Cao et al., 13 the x − T diagram of PMN− xPT ͑0.20Ͻ x Ͻ 0.40͒ for ʈ E ʈ ͓001͔ has regions of cubic or C ͑Pm3m͒, distorted C, and three ferroelectric phases-T ͑P4mm͒, M A ͑Cm͒, and M C ͑Pm͒. The T phase has been found to be intermediate 13 14 from x = 0.30 in the zero-field-cooled ͑ZFC͒ state to x = 0.25 in the FC state. Subsequently, studies of different orientations revealed a "fragile" phase stability that was different along different crystallographic zones. For x = 0.30, the following sequences were observed on field cooling: C → T → M C → M A for ʈ E ʈ ͓001͔ ͑Ref. 15͒ and C → T → orthorhombic→ M B for ʈ E ʈ ͓110͔ ͑Ref. 2͒ or ʈ E ʈ ͓111͔ ͑Ref. 16͒. The transformational sequence of PZN− xPT is similar to that of PMN− xPT, 2, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] except for one notable difference. This is at room temperature with increasing ʈ E ʈ ͓001͔ that the T phase in PZN − xPT can be induced from the M A one at lower PT contents than that in PMN− xPT, 18 that is for compositions of equal distances from their corresponding MPBs. It is known that both the phase stability and physical properties of FC PMN− xPT single crystals are dramatically different 2, 14, 15, 17 than those of the ZFC. The remarkable properties of the monoclinic phases observed in these single crystals have been attributed to adaptive phases formed by nanosized domains of the T phase and treated in analogy to adaptive martensite. 19 General invariance conditions that achieve stress accommodation by apparent changes in crystal lattice parameters were shown to be fulfilled for PMN − xPT and PZN− xPT compositions located near the MPB. The self-adjusting lattice parameters of this adaptive phase are the consequence of elastic compatibility of a coherent mixture of these nanosized ferroelectric domains. 19 In contrast, here, we consider how changes in the crystal lattice parameters of coexisting ferroelectric phases can result in a metastable heterophase state. We do not consider the case of conformal domain miniaturization, but rather that of coexisting micron-sized domains of different point group symmetries. Systems of diagrams linking domain types with interfaces between coexisting phases are identified on the basis of stress accommodation and the elastic compatibility a͒ Electronic mail: topolov@phys.rsu.ru conditions. We then show a correlation between domain ͑twin͒ structures and interfaces between the coexisting T and M A phases in PMN-0.28PT and PZN-0.045PT crystals for ʈ E ʈ ͓001͔.
II. ELASTICALLY MATCHED POLYDOMAIN PHASES AND DOMAIN ORIENTATIONS THEREOF
Formation of domain ͑twin͒ structures in ferroelectric and related single crystals has previously been described in terms of thermodynamic 20 and crystallographic 21 theories. It is known that a lowering of the energy of an internal mechanical stress field, associated with changes in lattice parameters and phase coexistence, can result in the formation of equilibrium ͑structural or elastic͒ domain structures. 20 Newly transformed polydomain phases can then coexist with the parent phase, where their interfaces are planar and undistorted on average. As shown by Roytburd, 20 the domains of coexisting phases may act as elastic domains, vanishing their excess elasitc energy. A crystallographic interpretation of heterophase states that appear at martensite phase transitions in the presence of elastic domains was previously proposed. 22, 23 To name an example, a crystallographic description of two polydomain ferroelectric phases ͑in terms of their distortions͒ has been put forward, 24 where conditions for complete stress relaxation along the interfaces were formulated. In this case, Metrat's concepts 24 were modified and subsequently applied 25 to polydomain phases belonging to different symmetry groups or regions with complicated domain ͑twin͒ structures.
In our present study, we assume that a mechanically free crystal undergoes a first-order phase transition in certain temperature T and electric field E ranges. The axes of the rectangular coordinate system ͑X 1 X 2 X 3 ͒ are oriented parallel to the crystallographic axes of the perovskite unit cell in the C phase ͑i.e., ʈ OX 1 ʈ ͓100͔, ʈ OX 2 ʈ ͓010͔, and ʈ OX 3 ʈ ͓001͔͒. Possible orientations of non-180°elastic twin domains formed under ʈ E ʈ ͓001͔ are represented in Fig. 1 for ͑a͒ the tetragonal T and ͑b͒ monoclinic M A phases. The lamellar domain structures previously reported 5 in PMN− xPT and PZN− xPT crystals are assumed to contain stress-free domain walls oriented 26 along the ͕110͖-type planes ͑i.e., in the T phase͒ or ͕100͖-type planes ͑i.e., in the M A phase͒. The distortion 3 ϫ 3 matrices of the polydomain T and M A phases-ʈ N T ͑n T ͒ ʈ and ʈ N MA ͑f MA , v MA ͒ ʈ , respectively-can be written in terms of the unit-cell distortions 6 and volume fractions of individual domain types ͑T phase͒ or twins ͑M A phase͒. In the distortion matrices n T denotes the volume fraction of the domains with ʈ P T, 1 ʈ ͓001͔ in the T phase ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒ and f MA and v MA characterize the volume fractions of the domains in the M A phase ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. The distortion matrix ʈ N C ʈ of the C phase is the identity 3 ϫ 3 matrix.
To obtain a more detailed analysis of the elastic matching of the coexisting phases, the distortion matrices of the phases need to be taken in pairs and simultaneously substituted into formulas to solve by an algorithm. 6 In the general case, interfaces between coexisting phases 1 ͑distortion matrix ʈ N ͑1͒ ʈ ͒ and 2 ͑distortion matrix ʈ N ͑2͒ ʈ ͒ can be characterized as quadric surfaces: such surfaces are described by an and ʈ N ͑2͒ ʈ matrices, which depend on the volume fractions of the different types of non-180°domains in phases 1 and 2, respectively. The geometry of the interfaces between phases 1 and 2 then depends on the signs of invariant conditions, 6, 8 which can be given as
ͯ. ͑1͒
From these matrices characterizing the aforementioned quadric surfaces, we can identify three distinct real conical regions: I, II, and III. These regions are described by the following pairs of inequalities: DI Ͻ 0 and J Ͻ 0 ͑region I͒, DI Ͻ 0 and J Ͼ 0 ͑region II͒, and DI Ͼ 0 and J Ͻ 0 ͑region III͒. The orientation of the conical interfaces with respect to the perovskite unit-cell axes depends on the balance of the D ab coefficients. In one particular case, 27 the cross section of the interface by the ͑001͒ plane consisted of a pair of intersecting lines x 2 Ј= ± fx 1 Ј, where f = ͓−͑D 11 order C − R phase transition. Moreover, a mutual arrangement of the aforementioned intersecting lines and an orientation of an internal bisectrix therein were in agreement with experimental crystallographic characteristics of the conical interfaces for PbZrO 3 . 27 A bending of these interfaces was observed in these crystals, wherein conditions for complete stress relaxation were unfavorable at the C − R phase transition due to equal diagonal distortions 25, 27 of the non-180°d omains in the R phase.
As follows from our results, the coefficients D ab from Eqs. ͑1͒ are regarded as polynomials of n T , f MA , and v MA ͑up to sixth order in these parameters͒. This does not enable one to obtain the invariants ͑1͒ in an explicit form even for a concrete heterophase state consisting of two polydomain phases with two domain types in each phase. Along with the aforementioned regions I-III, there is also a fourth region ͑IV͒, however, it is related to an imaginary conical apex described by the inequalities DI Ͼ 0 and J Ͼ 0. This geometrical feature suggests that it becomes impossible to find proper conditions for stress accommodation at quadric interfaces in heterophase single crystals; accordingly, other ways for achieving stress accommodation are necessary, such as forming zig-zag interfaces or transition regions close to the interfaces.
The elastic matching in the heterophase structure that gives zero net strain planes ͑ZNSPs͒ 4, 6, 8, 10 obeys the following compatibility conditions:
These compatibility conditions must hold true on each and every boundary separating regions I and III. The conditions ͑2͒ dictate the planar interfaces that are capable of providing complete stress accommodation in the crystal, vanishing the excess elastic energy due to the heterophase state. We next solve these conditions ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ by an algorithm, summarizing various interfaces and domain types in diagrams of heterophase states under ʈ E ʈ ͓001͔. In this study, we did not consider the additional effect of dislocations or of an imperfect matching of the phases along interfaces.
III. DIAGRAMS OF DOMAIN TYPES AND INTERFACES IN HETEROPHASE SINGLE CRYSTALS
Recently, Wang 28 carried out a systematic analysis of the lattice parameters and their changes at the T − M C phase transition in PMN− xPT and PZN− xPT compositions near the MPB. This approach was based on three intrinsic relationships previously derived assuming an adaptive ferroelectric phase transformation: 19 there the lattice parameters of the intermediate M C phase were related to those of the T and C ones. Here, we now consider features of the elastic matching of the coexisting phases ͑i.e., C − T, T − M A , and C − M A ͒, and put forward a series of diagrams that summarize the possible domain types and interfaces for different heterophase structures that can be stable under ʈ E ʈ ͓001͔. We calculated these diagrams by ͑1͒ and ͑2͒, using as input experimental lattice parameter data for FC PMN− xPT ͑x = 0.24 and 0.28͒ ͑Ref. 13͒ and for PZN-0.045 crystals 18 undergoing an electricfield induced T → M A phase transition at room temperature.
Due to a lack of experimental data on the monoclinic angle ␤ MA ͑T͒ or the shear angle MA ͑T͒ =90°−␤ MA ͑T͒ as a function of temperature in the M A phase of PMN− xPT, 13 the values of MA were taken to be in a range of 0.04°−0.10°. These values are consistent with those measured 14, 15 at fixed temperature T and field E.
A. Polydomain/heterophase PMN− xPT "x = 0.28, 0.27, and 0.24… Jumps in lattice parameters 13 at the C − T phase transition in PMN-0.28PT ͑T C Ϸ 382 K, ʈ E ʈ ͓001͔, and E = 0.5 kV/ cm͒ promote the formation of ZNSPs along the interfaces between the two phases. As a consequence, the T phase splits into 90°domains that are illustrated in Fig. 1͑a͒ , with optimal volume fractions n T opt and 1 − n T opt , where n T opt = 0.545. The n T opt value is approximately equal to that recently reported 30 for related FC PMN− xPT ͑x = 0.30 or 0.32͒ crystals. Please note in the present case and this prior one that n T opt Ϸ 1 / 2 and that the lattice parameters of the coexisting C ͑a C ͒ and T ͑a T and c T ͒ phases obey the equality c T − a C Ϸ a C − a T . However, due to the fact that ʈ E ʈ ͓001͔, the value of n T whose domains have its polarization oriented in the direction of the applied field ͓ ʈ P T, 1 ʈ E, see Fig. 1͑a͔͒ is expected to be slightly greater than 1/2. On field-cooling ͑E = 0.5 kV/ cm͒, the T phase of ͑001͒ PMN-0.28PT transforms to M A over a temperature transition window of about 10 K. The temperature dependence of a T and c T in this transition window of about 382− 362 K was continuous with that in the C phase. However, on cooling ͑E = 0.5 kV/ cm͒ between 362 and 358 K, a T exhibited a jump in value 13 of ͉a T ͑358 K͒ − a T ͑362 K͉͒ / a T ͑362 K͒ Ϸ 0.06%, whereas c T ͑T͒ exhibited only a slight continuous decrease. However, under a lower field of 0.25 kV/cm, FC ͑001͒ PMN-0.28PT did not exhibit any anomaly in a T over the same vicinity of the T − M A phase transition.
14 Changes in the lattice parameter a T can influence the coexistence of T and M A phases, via relaxation of the excess elastic energy by achieving elastic compatibility. Accordingly, the difference in lattice parameters for PMN-0.28PT cooled under different electric fields can affect the metastable two phase T − M A equilibrium. Thus, we consider the two different scenarios described later.
In the first scenario, we used the lattice parameters 13 of the T phase at T I = 358 K and of the M A phase at T II = 356 K, and evaluated invariants ͑1͒ for the domain types given in Fig. 1 . This resulted in unfavorable conditions for forming ZNSPs in heterophase PMN-0.28PT crystals. The interfaces between polydomain T and M A phases would be ZNSPs at fairly small n T values ͑0 Յ n T Յ 0.260͒; however, cooling under ʈ E ʈ ͓001͔ promoted n T to be greater than 1/2. For n T Ͼ 1 / 2, there were no f MA and v MA values that satisfy the conditions given in Eq. ͑2͒; consequently, relaxation of the mechanical stress was problematic. It should also be mentioned that regions of polydomain T phase in the temperature range of 362-358 K cannot be separated by ZNSPs, due to the aforementioned jump in a T that results in an inequality ͉a T ͑358 K͒ − a T ͑362 K͉͒ / a T ͑362 K͒ ͉c T ͑358 K͒ − c T ͑362 K͉͒ / c T ͑362 K͒. The lack of ZNSPs between elas-tically matched polydomain T phase regions would also increase T I toward that of T C = 382 K. Moreover, elastic clamping in a bulk crystal sample may result in the formation of a new low-symmetry phase, inducing additional structural phase transitions providing the conditions for further stress relaxation. Details for such behavior in ferroelectric and related single crystals ͑in the presence of the internal stress fields͒ were considered previously by Pertsev and Salje. 29 In the second scenario, we used the experimental lattice parameters at 362 and 356 K. These lattice parameters are accurate to within 2% of measured ones 14 This implies that slight changes in the domain structure of Fig. 1 caused by 90°domain-wall displacements under E ʈ ͓001͔ would promote effective stress relaxation, allowing for stable heterophase states. We summarize our findings in diagrams ͑Fig. 2͒ for polydomain heterophase states in PMN-0.28PT, following the second scenario of lattice parameter changes. These diagrams are given in Fig. 2 for the following volume fractions of the 90°domains with ʈ P T, 1 ʈ ͓001͔: ͑a͒ n T = 0.65, ͑b͒ n T = 0.80, and ͑c͒ n T = 0.95. The results show that conditions ͑2͒ hold, and non-180°domain structures of the T and M A phases can coexist over wide ranges of n T , f MA , and v MA . However, for n T → 1, our results show a shift in the ZNSP boundaries ͓see Figs. 2͑b͒ and 2͑c͔͒ that favors the stability of a single-domain M A state.
Certain tendencies toward stress relaxation were also revealed for PMN-0.27PT, where the phase sequence C → T → M A is observed for ʈ E ʈ ͓001͔. Based on experimental data, 14 we obtained n T opt = 0.675 for the C − T transition. Diagrams for the T − M A interfaces and related heterophase domain states are similar to those given in Fig. 2 , and thus are not shown. These interfaces are ZNSPs for 0 Յ n T Յ 0.930; and therefore, no additional 90°domain-wall displacements are required. The similarity between the diagrams for PMN-0.28PT ͑second scenario͒ and PMN-0.27PT was due to analogous interrelations between lattice parameters of the T and M A phases:
However, for PMN-0.28PT, the lattice parameters from the first scenario do not obey this condition, owing to a decrease in the difference a MA − a T after taking into account the earlier-described jump in a T . Contrary to PMN-0.28PT, the lattice parameter changes in the vicinity of the C − M A phase transition 13 These features of region III associated with lattice parameters jumps 13 in FC PMN-0.24PT are not required to follow conditions ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ for existence of ZNSPs. Possibly, the distorted C phase that exists over a narrow temperature range between the C and M A ones ͑as shown in the x − T diagram͒ 13 could promote stress relaxation: either by changes in the balance of diagonal distortions or by forming a metastable three-phase equilibrium between C, distorted C, and M A phases. However, this problem is independent of the ap- proach we summarize in Fig. 2 , although it might be interesting to consider as a special scenario in detail at a latter time.
Finally, we varied the shear angle MA of the perovskite unit cell over the range of 0.04°−0.10°. However, this resulted in small changes ͑Ͻ3%͒ in ͑f MA , v MA ͒ values related to the ZNSPs in the diagrams given in Fig. 2 . Moreover, ZNSPs were not predicted to appear at the C − M A phase transition in PMN-0.24PT as a consequence of varying MA .
B. Polydomain/heterophase PZN-0.045PT
The T − M A phase transition in PZN-0.045PT occurs with increasing field near E Ϸ 11 kV/ cm at room temperature. 18 It is reasonable to assume that the T phase being stable at higher fields is either a single-domain state or splits into 90°polydomains with a significant prevalence for variants having their spontaneous polarization vectors P T, 1 ʈ E ʈ ͓001͔ ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. We designate this prevalent variant as that with volume fraction n T . Figure 3 
Please note that the monoclinic distortion ͑ MA 0͒ can slightly affect the domain ͑twin͒ structure of the M A phase, but cannot violate the balance of the diagonal elements given by formulas ͑4͒.
It should be mentioned for comparisons that the coexistence of two untwined phases is to this date unique to a prior study of PbHfO 3 crystals, 31 in which antiferroelectric P222 1 and Pba2 phases are separated by a ZNSP interface at E = 0. However, contrary to conditions ͑5͒, the perovskite lattice parameter b of PbHfO 3 undergoes a jump at a first-order P222 1 → Pba2 transition.
IV. CONCLUSION
The features of the elastically matched polydomain ͑twinned͒ coexisting T and M A phases have been determined in PMN-0.28PT and PZN-0.045PT crystals at first-order phase transitions under electric field. For an applied ʈ E ʈ ͓001͔, we have found T − M A interfaces and corresponding non-180°domain structures. These domain structures promote phase coexistence via complete stress accommodation that achieves elastic compatibility at planar interfaces ͑i.e., the ZNSPs͒. The relationships between possible ZNSPs and the related non-180°domain structures in the T and M A phases were then summarized by systems of diagrams for FC PMN-0.28PT ͑Fig. 2͒ and PZN-0.045PT ͑Fig. 3͒. Generic tendencies in these diagrams were apparent, enabling us to conclude a correlation between metastable heterophase domain structures and the volume fractions of some domain types ͑see Fig. 1͒ over wide ranges of x, E, and T. This correlation stems from coordinated unit-cell behavior beginning with lattice parameter adaptations at the C − T phase transition: it is valid when E is modest, 13, 14 making it possible to consider a restricted number of domain types in the T and M A phases.
Our results show that the T phase plays an important role as an intermediate phase in PMN-0.28PT. The conditions for achieving complete stress accommodation are strongly dependent on the lattice parameter a T ͑T͒, in particular in the vicinity of the T − M A transition, and to a lesser extend in PMN-0.27PT. The lack of an intermediate T phase in the transformational sequence of FC PMN-0.24PT, and the subsequent failing of the C − M A interfaces to be ZNSPs results in the development of inhomogeneous internal stress fields inside of the crystal. We hope that our heterophase model and domain stability diagrams for elastically matched polydomain phases will stimulate new studies of phase transformational sequences in perovskite-type solid solutions. It offers an approach to understand how a metastable two-phase field can be stabilized by elastic interactions between domains and to how this metastability can be altered by changes in domain configurations with crystal history and by changes in parameters such as x, E, and T.
